Sold out in Stockholm for four seasons!
Dagens Nyheter:
”Jonas Nerbe, who did a One Man
interpretation of William Shakespeare in the
production “William”, is totally convincing
in the part as a Freud with a wink in the
eye.”
”Nerbe involves the audience in sing-along
in the song: “I want sex, sex, sex”.
But beyond Freudian stereotypes is a
sympathetic attempt to grasp history in a
different and personal way, where a cigar
sometimes is just a cigar and a human
being just a human being.”
Expressen
”Freud’s cigar is a playful and pedagogical
puzzle raised to entertainment through the
clever ideas of director Andreas Boonstra.
Jonas Nerbe plays several parts in a
relaxed and virtuoso manner. He has a
charisma that makes everyone think of sex
as soon as he waves his pen or raises his
eyebrows.”

Svenska Dagbladet:
"Entertainment of the best brand".
"Half a running meter of hardboiled
Freud-literature compressed into two hours
of easily digested pedagogical entertainment– they don´t do that at Yale nor
Harvard. The great thing about the music is
that it is so unassuming- a little waltz, a
tango, a bit of John Kander but lots of
theater, well treated by the house band Die
Freuden. The depiction of the battle
between Freud´s conflicting desires in the
shape of a gladiator game is just as
exciting as a game of soccer in radio And
it´s a choreographic masterfully showing us
how the damned Super ego lets the
admonishing superego literally make a knot
on itself."
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Script, lyrics, music: Jan-Erik Sääf • Idea and evidence: Björn Roslund
Director: Andreas Boonstra • Costume design, Set Design: Åsa Berglund Cowburn
Sigmund Freud: Jonas Nerbe
Musicians: Anders Holtz - piano • Sara Kihlman Wibe - violin, various female caracters

Freud´s cigar

Östersundsposten:
”A genius piece of musical theatre, where the
lighthearted and playful in the musicians is
mixed with crazy and humoristic life
observations by Freud.
Freud (Jonas Nerbe) manages to get a soldout Storsjöteater to salute that they want sex,
talks of himself in third person, has a
Wednesday club with other great thinkers
like CG Jung, and fights demands from his
troubled childhood.”
Tidningen Kulturen:
”Jan Erik Sääf (script, lyrics, music) and the
director Andreas Boonstra has chosen a
humoristic approach to the father of
psychoanalysis. Audience contact, soft
dildos and a musician trio in false beards
makes Freud’s cigar a lighthearted and
entertaining revue of thesis’s and concepts.”
”Jonas S Nerbe succeeds splendidly in
creating nuances in this One Man show. The
actor and singer fills the salon with his
presence. When he eventually sinks onto the
sofa he´s well worth a rest after two hours of
full-blown action.”
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Duration: 2.20 hours including 20 minutes intermission or 1.30 hours
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Set up: 1 hour + light set up: 2 hours
D
Venue: 100 - 400 seats, Stage minimum: 7 x 4 meters
There are three people on stage.
We need help from the theatre: one staff for light/sound.
Freud is smoking cigar on stage.
For technical details: jonas.nerbe@gmail.com

